
INDEX

access to justice under ‘legal origins’
theory 309–10

acquis see ‘consumer acquis’; financial
services

advertising see also commercial
expression

to children see children’s rights
of gambling services, control of 227
as political expression 325–32

aggressive practices
prohibition by Unfair Commercial

Practices Directive 45
alternative dispute resolution (ADR)

see also online dispute
resolution

legal framework 89–92
use of 72

ancillary contracts in Czech law
408–10

anti-competitive behaviour
see also unfair commercial
practices

definition of 259–60
Rome II Regulation provision 273–8
Treaty basis for claims of 265

applicable law to contract terms
see Rome I Regulation

Argentina
constitutional consumer rights 339

assisted informed consent model
transparency issues 148–9

auction
bidding procedure

auction as 388–94
definition as to legal construction

of 389–92
definition of parties to 394–5

Consumer Rights Directive definition
difficulties 380–1
necessary changes to 389–95
necessity 382–5
neutrality as to technology and

product 392–3
provision 379
public auction distinguished 385–6
terminology issues 386
usefulness 380

exclusion from Distance Selling
Directive 378

growth of online auctions 378
operation and legal consequences

distinguished 386–8
‘average (typical) consumer’

concept 24, 36, 38–41, 45, 118
see also ‘empowered consumer’
concept; rational informed
consumer

banking
Icelandic crisis 23, 37

behavioural studies insights as to
consumers see consumer

bidding procedure see auction
blacklisted contract terms 151–2
Brazil

constitutional consumer rights 338
Bulgaria

constitutional consumer rights 337
Business Regulations

coming into force 313
and ECHR Article 10 335
and freedom of expression issues

313–14
provisions generally 314–18
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Cambodia
constitutional consumer rights 337

capability as empowered consumer
individual capability 371–2
as normative influence 360, 371–3
structural capability impairment and

general consumer detriment 373
case law

children’s rights 171–3, 177–9
competition law enforcement

263–4, 269
constitutional consumer rights

341–52
definition of consumer 125–6
freedom of expression 318–34
gambling services 205–14
human/fundamental rights 345–6

Cassis de Dijon test 23, 24, 25
chapter summaries 437–49
Charter of Fundamental Rights

provision
children’s rights provision see EU

Charter of Fundamental Rights
children’s advertising, regulation of

food marketing 194–8
marketing to children 188–91
Member State Law, strengthening of

198–200
partial harmonisation 191–4
rationale for 187–8
and Unfair Commercial Practices

Directive (UCPD) 191–4
children’s rights

advertising see children’s advertising,
regulation of

advertising to 164–5
Commission strategy document

173–5
competing interests to 175–9
as consumers 164
Dynamic Medien judgment 177–9
EU Charter of Fundamental Rights

provision 167–71
EU consumer law and policy

development 166–82
Family Reunification Directive

judgment 171–3
and internal market 175–9, 181

legislative coherence as to 167
non-governmental organisations

(NGOs) 167
prioritising in EU policies 179–82
toy safety regulation 182–7
Treaty provision as to 166, 175, 177,

198, 200
UN Convention see United Nations

Convention on the Rights of
the Child (UNCRC)

choice-of-law rules
and Rome I Regulation 250

class action and ‘legal origins’ theory 310
collective enforcement see group actions
Colombia

constitutional consumer rights 337
commercial expression

see also advertising
free speech claims as to 332–4
freedom of expression jurisprudence

318–25
Common Frame of Reference (CFR)

see Draft Common Frame
of Reference (DCFR) for
Contract Law

competence see legislative competence
competition law

breaches of, provision against
see Rome II Regulation

case law as to enforcement 263–4
consumer protection under 258–9
link with consumer law 257–8, 263
private enforcement

issues as to 265
possibility for 261–3
proposals for 264–6
tort of unfair competition 266–70

self-regulation 48
conferral principle

Treaty basis of 14–15
conflict of laws rules see Rome

I Regulation
constitutional consumer rights

see consumer rights as
human rights

constitutional courts
consumer rights jurisprudence

341–52
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constitutional courts (cont.)
denial of subjective rights 343
human/fundamental rights

judgments 345–6
constitutional provisions

constitutional principles as norms
340

parallel developments in EU law
350–1

programme norms
nature of 340–1
types of 340–1

subjective rights as norms 340
see also subjective rights

types of 339–41
consumer see also consumer

citizenship; consumer rights
as human rights; normative
influences of consumer
protection

acceptance of internal market 45, 127
‘average consumer’ concept 24, 36,

38–41, 45
behavioural studies insights

anchoring and adjustment
heuristic 135–6

availability heuristic 134–5
bounded rationality 130–1
bounded self-interest 131–2
bounded willpower 131
context of choice situations 136–7
general observations 129–30
importance for consumer

regulation 142
linking to economic theory 139–41
overconfidence bias 136
prospect theory 138–9
representativeness heuristic 132–3

child as see children’s rights
collective enforcement see group

actions
competition law protection 258–9
confidence in internal market 3
definition of

Czech law 403–4
e-commerce 83–6

detriment see consumer detriment
‘empowered consumer’ concept 45

gamblers see gambling services
human rights see consumer rights

as human rights
information see information

provision and consumer
empowerment

investor or shareholder as 300
legal definition of

in consumer legislation 124
Consumer Rights Directive

see Consumer Rights Directive
importance of 123

as natural person 124
rational informed consumers

221–5
understanding of contract terms,

assisted informed consent
model 148–9

‘consumer acquis’
Green Paper on review of 9–10
review of 3, 9–10, 22

consumer citizenship see also normative
influences of consumer
protection

concept of 354–5
and development of consumer

protection 355–8
‘empowered consumer’ 364
and transformation of internal

market 358–67
consumer credit

expansion of cross-border market,
regulatory effect of 30–1

maximum harmonisation 33
right of cancellation 34–5

Consumer Credit Directive
maximum harmonisation 30, 33
revision of 33

consumer detriment
concept of 365
financial/non-financial 366
general 373
personal 365–6
structural 365–6

consumer fraud
criminal sanctions against 79

consumer law see also entries at
consumer credit
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access to justice under ‘legal origins’
theory 309–10

clash with free movement regulation
24–6

co-regulation see co-regulation
consumer protection development

generally 355–8
cross-border-only regulation

see cross-border-only
regulation

directives see directives
enforcement see enforcement
harmonisation see harmonisation
historical development 7–10
and internal market 7
and ‘legal origins’ theory see ‘legal

origins’ theory
legislative competence 29–31
level of protection under 36–41
link with competition law 257–8, 263
as ‘mandatory law’ 7
national constitutional provisions

see consumer rights as human
rights

New Legislative Framework 50–5
proliferation of laws 9, 21
responsibility for 6
self-regulation see self-regulation
as social regulation 300
transparency see transparency as

legitimising factor
Treaty basis 7–8, 14–15

consumer organisations
and ‘legal origins’ theory 310
participation in standards setting

see standards
Consumer Protection Co-operation

Regulation (CPC Regulation)
60–2

consumer protection networks 58–62
Consumer Regulations

coming into force 313
and ECHR Article 10 335
and freedom of expression issues

313–14
provisions generally 314–18

consumer rights as human rights
see also subjective rights

Constitutional Court jurisprudence
341–52

as constitutional norms or principles
339–41

denial by constitutional court 343
European Charter of Consumers

348
European Charter of Fundamental

Rights 350
human/fundamental rights

concepts of 343–4
Constitutional Court

jurisprudence 345–6
and private law 344–5
role of 346–7
and ‘social state’ concept 343–4

issue of 336
Member State policies 337
national constitutional provisions

336–9 see also constitutional
provisions

and other protected rights 337
parallel developments in EU law

and national constitutions
350–1

protection via other kinds of rights
EU law 351–2
national constitutional

provisions 347
rights protection with prescribed

limits 338–9
rules protecting specific rights 338
Second Action Programme 348
Treaty provision 347–51

Consumer Rights Directive
auctions see auction; public auction
critiques of 44–5
definition of ‘auction’ and ‘public

auction’ see auction; public
auction

definition of consumer
and harmonisation 124–5, 128–9
judicial grounds 125–6
political grounds 126–8

full harmonisation under 44
limitations of 11
proposal for 3, 10, 18, 22, 27,

39, 43
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contract law
Green Paper see Green Paper on

European Contract Law
horse sales see horse sales
policy options for 11–12
scope for application of 12–13

Contract Law Directive
proposal for 12

Contract Law Green Paper see Green
Paper on European Contract
Law

Contract Law Regulation
proposal for 12

contract terms
‘always unfair’ (blacklisted) terms

151–2
applicable law see Rome I Regulation
consumer understanding of

see consumer; transparency as
legitimising factor

transparency as legitimising factor
see transparency as legitimising
factor

co-regulation
as complement to public

enforcement 50
concept of 47–8
encouragement of 49–50
goals for 48
increased use of 46
and New Legislative Framework

50–5
self-regulation distinguished 47–8

Court of Justice of the European Union
(ECJ) see also case law

and financial services law 34–5
reference to UNCRC 171–3
role in European State

development 357
and Rome I Regulation 252–5

CPC Network 60–2
criminal law enforcement

see also Germany
relationship with private law and

public law 67–8
sanctions 76–81
and unfair competition law 80–1
use of 64–5

cross-border-only regulation
as alternative to directive 15–17
as alternative to harmonisation

13–14
arguments for 17–20
automatic application of 18
as complement to national regimes

19–20
and Green Paper on acquis

review 18
right of cancellation 35
Treaty considerations 14–15

cross-border transactions
and ‘average consumer’ 38–41
consumer interests in 36–8
legal definition of 17–18
level of protection for 36

Czech Republic
ancillary contracts 408–10
consumer contracts generally 402
definition of consumer 403–4
New Civil Code 398–401
travel contracts, damages for loss of

joy 410
unfair terms provisions 404–8

Denmark
definition of consumer 124

DG Justice
consumer law responsibility 6

directives see also Consumer Credit
Directive; Consumer Rights
Directive; Distance Selling
Directive; Doorstop Selling
Directive; Television Directives

adoption of 8
definition of consumer 128
list of 8
transposition of 8, 9, 15–16, 124

Distance Selling Directive (DSD)
exclusion of auctions from 378

domestic transactions
consumer interests in 36–8
harmonisation applied to

25–7, 30
level of protection for 36

Doorstep Selling Directive
right of cancellation under 34
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Draft Common Frame of Reference
(DCFR) for Contract Law

CFR interface with Member States’
law 112

collective enforcement provisions
116–18

content of 99
cross-border transactions provision 5
development of CFR from 100,

110–11, 119–20
Expert Group 10, 100
information duties provision 41
publication of 99
purpose of 99–100
resumption of work on 6
review of effect of provisions 114
unfair terms provisions 100–1,

116–18
unfairness test 101

Dynamic Medien judgment
children’s rights 177–9

e-commerce see also online dispute
resolution (ODR)

confidence building 88–9, 92–4
consumer protection issues

82–3
definition of consumer 83–6
mass contracting 87
non-experts, protection of 86–7

East Timor
constitutional consumer rights 338

‘empowered consumer’ concept 45,
354, 364 see also ‘average
consumer’ concept; consumer
citizenship; rational informed
consumer

empowered consumership
capability for see capability for

empowered consumership
motivation for see motivation for

empowered consumership
enforcement see also criminal

law enforcement; private law
enforcement; public law
enforcement

choice of sanctions 67–8
effective enforcement principle 66
to ensure fair competition 67

and ‘legal origins’ theory see ‘legal
origins’ theory

Member States’ approaches to 64–5
see also Germany

need for 66–7
networks 58–62
by private actors see co-regulation;

private actors; self-regulation
relationship between private law,

public law and criminal law
67–8

EU Charter of Fundamental Rights
children’s rights provision

167–71
EU private law

as ‘multi-level system’ 21
European Charter of Consumers

rights provisions 348
European Charter of Fundamental

Rights
consumer protection under 350

European Civil Code
proposal for 12

European Competition network
(ECN) 58

European Consumer Centers Network
(ECC-Net) 60

European Convention on Human
Rights (ECHR)

freedom of expression provision
(Article 10) 313–14, 318–25,
326–7, 329, 330–1, 332–4, 335

freedom of expression judgments
318–34

European Court of Justice see Court
of Justice of the European
Union (ECJ)

European Standards Organisations
(ESOs)

and New Legislative Framework
51, 53

European state
development of market into 357

Europeanisation see harmonisation

Family Reunification Directive
ECJ judgment 171–3

FIN-Net 60
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financial services
acquis, limitations of 33
approaches to regulation 23
and Court of Justice of the European

Union (ECJ) 34–5
EU regulatory framework 32
level of consumer protection 36–41
maximum harmonisation 27–9
minimum harmonisation,

arguments for 29–33
problems of regulation 22–3
twin-level regulatory approach 35

Finland
gambling services regulation 208

food marketing to children, regulation
of 194–8

four freedoms of EU Treaty
negative harmonisation by 21, 24

France
French Revolution and civil law

development 305
gambling services operation 204
gambling services regulation

217–19, 234
mandatory provisions 244, 245

fraud actions
consumer fraud 79
limitations of 79–80
offers disguised as bills 77
premium number frauds 77–8
subscription traps 78–9

free movement regulation
see also internal market

‘average consumer’ concept 24
Cassis de Dijon test 23, 24
and children’s rights 175–9
clash with consumer law 24–6
clash with Member State law 202–3
clash with other regulatory

priorities 32
Dynamic Medien judgment 177–9
regulatory approach 23

freedom of expression
advertising, jurisprudence 318–25
claims for commercial expression

332–4
commercial expression as political

expression 325–32

and consumer protection
Consumer Regulations and

Business Regulations 313–14
ECHR provisions 313–14

fundamental human rights
see consumer rights as
human rights

gambling services
advertising control 227
case law 205–14
consumer protection measures

225–34
consumers, nature of 214–15
excessive gamblers, regulatory

approach to 215–16
fragmentation of national

markets 202
information disclosure, consumer

protection via 225–8
Member State approaches to

regulation
France 217–19
prevention of addiction 216–17
United Kingdom 219–21

Member State restriction of 204
modes of cross-border

consumption 203
national regulation and free

movement 202–3
rational informed consumers 221–5
responsible gambling, measures to

promote 228–34
Treaty provisions 203

Germany 79
children’s rights judgment 177–8
constitutional consumer rights

345–6
enforcement

consumer fraud 79
criminal law and unfair

competition law 80–1
criminal law sanctions 76–81
criminal law, use of 64–5
experience generally 74–5
fraud actions, limitations

of 79–80
group actions 64, 73
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individual actions see individual
enforcement actions

offers disguised as bills 77
premium number frauds 77–8
private law 64–5
public law, perspectives on 81
public law sanctions 75–6
public law, use of 64–5
subscription traps 78–9

gambling services operation 207
mandatory provisions 245
unfair contract terms provisions 159

Green Paper on European Contract Law
alternatives to harmonisation

within 13
policy options within 11–12
publication of 6, 10
purpose of 10
scope of 11, 12–13

Green Paper on review of ‘consumer
acquis’

approach to regulation in 18
publication of 9–10

group actions
consumer collective redress,

proposals for 278–81
DCFR provisions 116–18
effectiveness of provisions for 115–19
issues as to current regime for 118–19
limitations of 72–4
support for 57–8
use of 64

harmonisation
alternatives to 6, 13
arguments for 7
cross-border-only regulation as

alternative to 13–14
and definition of consumer 124–5,

128–9
by directives 3–4, 8, 13–14, 15–16,

21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27–9, 30, 111
and domestic transactions 25–6
by four freedoms 21, 24
full (maximum) harmonisation 3–4,

11, 23, 27–9, 30, 33, 44, 80–1,
123, 128–9, 143, 145, 146, 156,
160, 162, 233

‘half harmonisation’ theory 4
minimum harmonisation 3, 4,

12, 29, 101, 142, 145, 198,
227–8, 234

negative harmonisation 21, 24, 214
networks 59
New Approach 51
non-legislative harmonisation

103–4, 107, 115
partial harmonisation 191–4
Poland 415–19
positive harmonisation 21, 24,

210, 213
question of scope of 26–7
strategies (table) 5
and subsidiarity principle 12, 206
transparency issues 144–7

horse sales
as consumer contracts 299
defective horse, risk of purchasing

282, 284
eighteenth-century jurisprudence

288–95
horse ownership, social importance

of 282
liability for defects, historical

development 284–8
medieval jurisprudence 285–8
nineteenth-century legal

developments 295–8
teithi, Welsh doctrine of 286

human rights see consumer rights as
human rights

Icelandic banking crisis 23, 37
individual enforcement actions

alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
see alternative dispute
resolution (ADR); online
dispute resolution

emphasis on 64
high-value claims 70–1
lack of evidence precluding 69
limitations to 68–72
low-value claims 69–70
psychological barriers to 71
situations precluding 69
time lapse precluding 69
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individuals see private actors
information provision and consumer

empowerment 360, 365,
369–71

internal market see also free movement
regulation

barriers to 103
and children’s rights 175–9, 181
consumer acceptance of 45, 88, 127
consumer confidence 3
consumer law tied to 7
Contract Law Green Paper proposals

11, 12–13
development into European state 357
ECJ’s role as to 3
inconsistent regulatory application

24–5, 358
and legislative competence 29–30
New Strategy report 19
promotion of 27, 32, 45, 56
strategy for consumer protection 3
transformation of 358–67
Treaty provision 256
uniform rules and standards 3, 4, 12

International Consumer Protection
and Enforcement Network
(ICPEN) 59

investor as consumer 300
Italy

constitutional consumer rights 346
gambling services regulation 208–10

judicial group action see group actions

legal norms see constitutional
provisions

‘legal origins’ theory
application of 301
basic theory 301–3
critiques of 303–5
development of 300
differences between common law

and civil law systems
historical explanation for 305
observations of 302–3
Roman Law origins 306–7

historical context of law, importance
for theory 305

methodology 301–2
outlook for 310–12
private law, importance for

capitalism 307–9
legislative competence

and internal market policy 29–30
Treaty basis of 29

lex specialis principle
and Rome I Regulation 251–2

Lithuania
constitutional consumer rights

336, 338
loss of joy, damages for 410

‘mandatory law’
EU consumer law as 7

market integration see free movement
regulation; internal market

Member State Law see also specific
jurisdictions e.g. United
Kingdom

accession of new members 397
children’s advertising provisions,

strengthening of 198–200
constitutional consumer rights

see constitutional provisions;
consumer rights as human
rights

cross-border-only regulation as
complement to 19–20

definition of consumer 128–9
enforcement, approaches to 64–5
and free movement regulation

202–3
interface with CFR 112
pre-emption of see pre-emption of

Member State law
proliferation of consumer laws 9
transposition of consumer

directives 8
Mexico

constitutional consumer rights 336
misleading practices

prohibition by Unfair Commercial
Practices Directive 45

motivation for empowered
consumership

as normative influence 360–4, 373–5
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national law see Member State law
natural person

consumer as 124
Netherlands

gambling services regulation 204
networks for consumer protection

58–62
New Approach to harmonisation 51
New Legislative Framework 50–5
non-governmental organisations

(NGOs)
children’s rights 167

normative influences of consumer
protection

capability (third level) see capability
for empowered consumership

hierarchical framework 359–64
information provision (second level)

360, 365, 369–71
legislative basis of hierarchy (first

level) 360
motivation (fourth level)

see motivation for empowered
consumership

operation of 367–8
norms, constitutional see constitutional

provisions
Norway

definition of consumer 124

online auction see auction
online dispute resolution (ODR)

adaptability of 94
adaption of traditional ADR 95
automated negotiation systems 96–8
change from ADR to 92–4
Electronic Consumer Dispute

Resolution (ECODIR) 96
establishment of efficient system of 94
role in building confidence in online

transactions 88–9, 92–4
typology 94–5

online transactions see e-commerce

Paraguay
constitutional consumer rights 337

plain language in contract terms
152–4

Poland
constitutional consumer rights 336,

339, 340, 341–3, 347
harmonisation 415–19
and Unfair Terms Directive

historical background 413–15
implementation issues 412–13
implementation of abstract review

of unfair terms 427–32
jurisprudence 422–7, 428
legislative transposition 419–22,

427–8
political expression

advertising as 325–32
Portugal

constitutional consumer rights 338
gambling services regulation 210–12

pre-emption of Member State law
doctrine of 3
limits to 4

private actors see also consumer
organisations; individual
enforcement actions;
non-governmental
organisations (NGOs)

collective enforcement by 55–8
competition law enforcement by 261–3
directive provisions for 48–9
enforcement networks 58–62
enforcement role of 43
judicial group action 57–8

private international law
competition law enforcement

see competition law
private law

importance for capitalism under
‘legal origins’ theory 307–9

private law enforcement
see also Germany

class action and ‘legal origins’
theory 310

limitations of 68–74
relationship with public law and

criminal law 67–8
use of 64–5

proportionality principle
application of 4, 12
Treaty basis of 4, 14–15, 30
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public auction see also auction
Consumer Rights Directive

definition
adequacy 389–92
auction distinguished 385–6
difficulties 380–1, 382–5
neutrality as to technology and

product 392–3
provision 379
terminology issues 386, 389–95
usefulness 380

public authorities
consumer protection network 58

public interest or safety
and applicability of Rome I

Regulation 250–1
public law enforcement

see also Germany
perspectives on 81
relationship with private law and

criminal law 67–8
Roman Law 306–7
sanctions 75–6
use of 64–5

rational informed consumer 221–5
‘reference consumer’ see ‘average

consumer’ concept
regulation, cross-border-only see

cross-border-only regulation
Regulation no. 593/2008 see Rome

I Regulation
Regulation no. 864/2007 see Rome II

Regulation
rights of the child see children’s rights
Roman Law

horse sales, liability for defects
284–5

public actions 306–7
Rome I Regulation

adoption of 4
consumer protection provisions

240–3
harmonised conflict rules 239–40
overriding mandatory provisions

applicable law limitations 243–6
choice-of-law rules 250
CJEU’s role as to 252–5

concept of 239
consumer protection as 246–52
and lex specialis principle 251–2
public interest or safety as triggers

for application of 250–1
scope of relevant contracts 252

Rome II Regulation
application of 270
coming into force 257–8, 270
consumer collective redress 278
general applicable law provision

(Article 4) 272–3
location of parties, importance

of 260–1
private enforcement of competition

law, key issues 262–3
provisions generally 257–8
unfair competition and anti-

competitive acts provision
(Article 6) 273–8

Second Action Programme
fundamental consumer rights 348

self-regulation
co-regulation distinguished 47–8
competition law 48
as complement to public

enforcement 50
critiques of 46
directive provisions for 48–9
encouragement of 49–50
increased use of 46
Report on 47

Serbia
constitutional consumer rights 338

shareholder as consumer 300
single market see internal market
social regulation

consumer law as 300
‘social state’ concept

and human/fundamental rights 343–4
Spain

constitutional consumer rights 338–9
gambling services regulation 209,

212–13
standards

consumer organisations’
organisation for dealing with 54
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consumer participation
funding 55
recognition 54–5

lack of awareness of role in
consumer protection 53–4

New Legislative Framework 50–5
subjective rights

as constitutional norms 340
denial by constitutional court 343

subsidiarity principle
and harmonisation 12, 206
Treaty basis of 14–15, 30

suretyship contracts
comprehensive approach to

consumer protection 112–15
Sweden

children’s advertising provisions,
strengthening of 200

Television Directives
children’s advertising provisions

187–200
minimum harmonisation 198
partial harmonisation 191–4

Thailand
constitutional consumer rights 338

tort of unfair competition 266–70
Towards a Strategy on the Rights of the

Child ’ (Commission
Communication) 173–5

toy safety regulation 182–7
transparency as legitimising factor

‘always unfair’ (blacklisted) terms
151–2

approaches to 147–51
assisted informed consent model

148–9
bank charges 152–4
commercial practices 159–62
and harmonisation 144–7
importance for consumer

regulation 144
key issues 143–4
meaning of transparency 147–8
plain language in contract terms

152–4
rejection of 149–51
and unfairness test 154

travel contracts, damages for loss
of joy 410

Treaty freedoms
negative harmonisation by 21, 24

Treaty provision
anti-competitive behaviour claims

257–8, 265, 279
children’s rights 175, 177, 198, 200
conferral principle 14–15
consumer collective redress 278
consumer human rights 347–51
consumer law generally 7–8, 14–15
consumer protection 356
gambling services 203
internal market 256
as to legislative competence 29
private enforcement of competition

law 261
proportionality principle 14–15, 30
subsidiarity principle 14–15, 30

‘typical consumer’ see ‘average (typical)
consumer’ concept

Unfair Commercial Practices Directive
(UCPD)

and ‘average consumer’ concept 45
and children’s advertising regulation

191–4
prohibition of misleading practices

and aggressive practices 45
self-regulation provision 50
transparency issues 145–7

unfair competition
Rome II Regulation provision 273–8
tort of 266–70

unfair terms
and ‘average consumer’ concept 25
collective enforcement against 115–19
Czech Republic 404–8
DCFR provisions 100–1
Directive 3, 4, 8, 30, 66, 67, 116
unfairness test 101

Unfair Terms on Consumer Contracts
Directive (UTCCD)

and Polish law see Poland
transparency issues 144–5, 146–7

United Kingdom
application of future CFR 112
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United Kingdom (cont.)
children’s advertising provisions,

strengthening of 198–200
children’s rights judgment 177
consumer information provision

369–70
enforcement, approaches to 64
freedom of expression 313–14,

318–25, 332–4
gambling services operation 204, 208
gambling services regulation 205,

207, 219–21, 227, 229, 234
Glorious Revolution and common

law development 305
horse sales see horse sales
judicial group action 57–8
mandatory provisions 247–9

private enforcement of competition
law 261–2, 265, 275

tort of unfair competition 266–70
unfair contract terms provisions 151,

156–60
unfairness test 101

United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (UNCRC)

balancing of competing interests
under 175–6

ECJ reference to 171–3
provisions 165, 168–71

United States
conflict of laws rules 249
‘legal origins’ theory

and class action 310
development of 300, 301
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